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ABSTRACT
Currently, two main approaches exist for improving the human-machine interface component of a
system in order to improve overall system performance---display enhancement and intelligent
decision-aiding. Each of these two approaches has its own set of advantages and disadvantages,
as well as introduce its own set of additional performance problems. These characteristics should
help identify which types of problem situations and domains are better aided by which type of
strategy. This report first describes the characteristic issues of these two decision-aiding strategies.
Then differences in expert and novice decision-making are described in order to help determine
whether a particular strategy may be better for a particular type of user. Finally, research is
outlined to compare and contrast the two technologies, as well as to examine the interaction effects
introduced by the different skill levels and the different methods for training operators.
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2Introduction
Currently, two main approaches exist for improving the human-machine interface
component of a system in order to improve overall system performance--display enhancement and
intelligent decision-aiding. These two approaches stem from the two main ways in which to aid
human performance. People can be aided in what they perceive (by making important information
more easily identified) as is the chief concern of display enhancement, or they can be aided in what
they do with the information they perceive (making it easier to perform operations, etc.) which is a
goal of intelligent decision-aiding.
These two technologies have their own sets of advantages and disadvantages, as well as
introduce their own sets of error modes (or new performance problems). Each approach has
characteristics which should help determine which problem situations are better handled by one
than the other, as well as what type of user (in terms of amount of experience) is better aided by
which type of human-machine interaction.
This research intends to compare and contrast these two technologies---display
enhancement and intelligent decision-aiding--to determine which types of human-machine systems
are better improved by each. Specifically, the domain examined here is a complex, dynamic
decision-making task, but it is hoped that a thorough study will lead to conclusions which can be
made about other domains as well. A look will also be taken to determine if different skill levels of
users are aided in different ways by these two approaches. Also, the possible error modes
introduced by each type of aiding will be examined.
This report is divided into five main sections. The f'trst section will examine the
characteristic issues of intelligent decision aids, as well as determine the possible error modes
introduced by this type of aiding. The next section will discuss the issues surrounding the
technology of display enhancements, as well as determine the possible error modes introduced by
this technology. The third section will identify some of the differences in expert and novice
3decision-makingwhichmayhelpidentify howdifferenttypesof aidingsystemsmayaiddifferent
skill levelsin differentways. Thenresearchwill beoutlinedin whichto compareandcontrastthe
technologiesof intelligentdecision-aidingwithdisplayenhancements,aswell astheeffectsfound
when using both with different skill levels of operators. Finally, the expected contributions of this
research will be described.
Characteristic Issues of Intelligent Decision-Aiding
Intelligent decision-aiding is an area which has been the focus of much research in the
hopes of discovering ways to improve the performance of human-machine systems. Woods
[1986], Woods and Roth [1988], Norman [1988], and Hopkin [1988] are just a few of the many
researchers who have tried to determine what makes a good intelligent decision aid.
Among the issues which need to be addressed in the design of such a system is the role of
the decision aid in the system. Woods and Roth [1988] discuss the role of the aid as an instrument
(as opposed to as a prosthesis which is meant to replace people or to fill a human deficiency). As
an instrument the decision aid is to be used as a reference or extra source of information for the
human problem solver. This perspective leaves the human in control and performing more than
mere supervisory tasks. People are not particularly good at monitoring, and therefore, keeping the
controller active is an advantage. The system is also more flexible when the aid is used as a tool
and not as a replacement, in that special cases can be more easily handled.
A decision aid can merely identify the existence of a problem or it can also give advice to
help in solving the problem. Woods and Roth [1988] define good advice as more than
recommending a solution. Advice needs to be given in the situations which call for it, and only
when needed. If failures of attention are a problem in performing a task, an aid which focuses the
operator's attention on the relevant information is an appropriate goal for the designer [Woods
1986].
4Theissuesof usabilityandunderstandabilityneedto beaddressed.Informationneedsto
bepresentedin clearformatsthatareeasyfor peopleto useandunderstand.After all, whatgood
isprovidingtheuserwith adecisionaidif theusercannotuseit properlyor doesnotunderstand
whattheaidis telling him? To guardagainsthisproblem,Norman[1988]advocatesdoing"user-
centereddesign."He suggeststhefollowing principlesof gooddesign:
• Makethingsvisible: Theusershouldbeableto tell whatis goingonby merely
looking attheinterface.
• Providetheuserwith agoodconceptualmodel: Thedesignershouldprovidethe
userwith amentalmodelthatis consistentandcoherent.
• Providetheuserwith goodmappings:Theusershouldbeableto determinethe
relationshipsbetweenactionsandtheirresults.
• Providetheuserwith feedback:Theusershouldreceivefull andcontinuous
feedbackabouttheresultsof all actions.
Another key issue is that of user acceptability. What good is a decision aid if the user does
not want to use it or does not have faith in it? If the user is expected to override the computer
recommendations, he should have the actual authority to do so. If the aid is used continually, care
needs to be taken so that boredom is not aggravated in users when the work load is light, by
reducing their workload even more [Hopkin 1988]. Often dangerous accidents and failures of
attention occur when the user is less active, rather than under high workload situations.
The type of information which is revealed to the operator is another consideration of this
type of aiding. If the operator receives just a warning indicating a problem, but is not told what the
problem is, this is not very useful and could be found to be more of a nuisance than an aid. Also
important is how the operator is alerted to a warning. For example, if he hears an annoying buzz
or beep every time there is a possible conflict, and if this were to happen constantly, the buzz or
beep could prove more distracting and a nuisance, and may in fact no longer serve its function if
the user decides to tune it out (or even to disable it) [Norman 1988].
5Also importantto consideris whethertheaidis workingatthecorrectlevelof abstraction
or whether it is supporting the correct mode of problem solving. Vicente and Rasmussen [1990a,
1990b] propose a method for interface design they call ecological interface design (EID). EID is
based upon Rasmussen's skills, rules, and knowledge (SRK) framework for human performance
and on his means-ends abstraction hierarchy which illustrates the functional properties of a system
[Rasmussen 1986]. The SRK framework proposed that information can be detected in three
ways--as signs, signals, and symbols. Information is perceived as signals when the operator
detects the time-space behavior of the data. Signs are interpreted when the perceptual
characteristics of the data are detected. Finally, symbols are perceived which represent concepts
and have meaning. SRK claims that the way in which information is detected is related to the way
it is processed [Vicente 1988]. Therefore, the three different forms if information--signals, signs,
and symbols--refer to three different processing modes--skill-based, rule-based, and knowledge-
based behavior. "The basic implication is that one should design interfaces in such a way as not to
force cognitive control to a higher level than the demands of the task require, while at the same time
providing the appropriate support for all three levels [Vicente and Rasmussen 1990a]." By
providing a sentential aiding system, skill-based performance is not supported. Signs and signals
are not conveyed, only symbols--the words.
The abstraction hierarchy is a tool used to describe the functional properties of a system.
"Such a hierarchy describes bottom-up what components and functions can be used for, how they
may serve higher level purposes, and, top-down, how purposes can be implemented by functions
and components [Rasmussen 1986]." The levels in the abstraction hierarchy include physical form
physical function, generalized function, abstract function, and system purpose. The hierarchy
provides a way to structure the properties to be represented in the interface, while the constraints
revealed within the hierarchy enable the operator to focus his attention on the most appropriate
system component by crossing through various levels of the hierarchy. In terms of the level of
abstraction, different levels can be supported by the intelligent decision aid, depending on exactly
which information is presented to the user. However, in order to support all levels in the
6abstractionhierarchy,it wouldprobablybenecessaryto supplytheoperatorwith somuchverbal
informationthatit wouldrequiretoomuchtimefor him touseit properlyandit wouldrequire
morespacethandesiredtoimplement.
Anotherconcernis whathappensif theaidis inoperationalandtheoperatorneedsto
functiononhisown. Will helosetheskill heneedsto detectpossibleproblemson hisown after
usinganaidfor awhile [Woods1986]?If theuseris dependingon theaid to alerthim to dangers,
will hestopusingparticularcueswhichhewouldneedto performthisreplacedfunction,but
whichwouldalsohelphim in determiningaresolutionto theproblem?
Therefore,we seethatthefollowing possibleerrormodesmaybe introducedintoa system
throughtheuseof intelligentdecision-aiding:
• increasedboredomof theoperatorsleadingto worsenedperformance;
• lackof mastin theaid;
• lackof responsibilitytakenby theuserfor overrideof thedecisionaid;
• skill reduction in the operator;,
• failure of the operator to attend to important situational cues;
• lack of user acceptance of the aid;
• inability of the operator to identify problem resolutions (when they are not provided
by the aid);
• worsened system performance due to the aid being a nuisance.
The next section considers the issues surrounding enhanced displays. As will be seen,
many of the issues are similar to those discussed in this section. However, due to the inherent
nature of these two technologies, they each have a set of issues which characterize them with
respect to system domain and implementation.
7Characteristic Issues of Display Enhancements
Display enhancements have been more recently proposed as an alternative to intelligent
decision aiding for certain human-machine systems. Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, and Pearson
[1987] and Vicente and Rasmussen [ 1990a, 1990b] have looked at the effects which interface
design can have on modes of processing and at how interface design can be improved so as to take
better advantage of natural human abilities, two of the issues involved in determining how
enhanced displays can work as a tool for decision aiding.
Because of the inherent nature of enhanced displays the role of this technology in the
system is that of an instrument. Again, the human operator is left in charge while the enhanced
displays are designed to aid him in focusing on the correct information when it is needed.
However, this is the area where the designers need to be the most careful. The question is
whether, when actually implemented, the enhancements actually help the user to find, integrate, or
interpret the right data at the right time. If implemented incorrectly, the enhancements can create
confusion and become a hindrance. Larkin and Simon [1987] in studying pictorial representations,
have found that although the following characteristics are not sufficient for a diagram, or in this
case an interface display, to be useful, they are necessary for the construction of a useful pictorial
representation: information to be used together should be grouped together in order to reduce the
search required to find the necessary dements; location should be used to group information about
particular elements to eliminate the need to match symbolic labels; and perceptual inferences should
be supported. Along with these guidelines, the suggestions made by Norman [1988] for effective
interface design should also be followed. Related to this issue is again the issues of usability and
understandability, as discussed in the previous section.
Another concern is whether the information displayed through the enhancements actually
does aid the operator in making a decision. When a conflict or potentially dangerous situation
arises, do the displays merely inform the user of this possibility, or do they also help him in
deciding how to resolve the problem situation? Since Woods and Roth [1988] have defined good
8adviceasthatwhich is givenin situationswhichcall for it, andonly when needed, will enhanced
dispIays create more confusion by conveying extra information, or "advice," continually?
Woods [1986] also recommends for goal-directed knowledge representation, "possible
actions are organized around the goals that they can effect, and data about pre-conditions, post-
conditions (effects), constraints (side effects or inter-goal couplings) and altemative means are
captured." In other words, entire contexts are considered. However, in a complex, dynamic
system, the current "context" is always changing. It is possible that the display enhanced interface
will not be able to isolate contexts for each task, and in doing so does not focus the operator's
attention on the important information. However, Woods [1986] also claims that "if available data
are organized and displayed so that the user can directly see the state of task-meaningful objects [as
is the case in general for display enhanced interfaces], then natural mechanisms for focusing in on
the relevant data for the current context will be more effective."
In terms of user acceptability, because of the inherent nature of enhanced displays they are
different from intelligent decision aids in how the user views them as part of the system. To the
user, the enhanced displays are merely a part of the user interface of the system he is working
with. The display is not a computer trying to tell the person what to do (although indirectly they
are). In this sense, user acceptability is viewed differently in considering enhanced displays then
when considering traditional decision aids. If the user is content to work with the system interface
as presented to him, the designer needs not consider what would happen if the user decides to
ignore direct suggestions for actions or warning of potential crises--instead the user sees himself
as determining these for himself.
Similar to intelligent decision-aiding is the question of what happens if the aid (in this case
the system with the enhanced displays) is inoperational and the operator needs to function on his
own. Will the user lose the skill he needs to detect possible problems on his own after using the
aid for a while? Or will the use of the aid have effectively trained him to know where to look on
the system display by himself?. This issue is important not only in the case of an emergency or
unexpected situation, but it brings up many points related to the training of operators, as well.
9Finally,anotherissueto consideris whetherthedisplayenhancementsareat thewrong
levelof abstractionor supportthewrongmodeof problemsolving. Theabstractionhierarchy
andthemodesof problem-solvingassociatedwith theSRKframeworkweredescribedin the
previoussection.Enhanced isplayshavetheinherentcapabilityof bettersupportingthesethree
processingmodesthanthedecision-aidingsystemalternativewhentheyaredesignedproperly.
Also, in termsof levelsof abstraction,theenhancedisplayversionof adecisionaidbetter
supportssuchastructuredview if thesystempropertiesto berepresentedin thesysteminterface
by providingsupportfor answeringthequestions,WHY (goingup in thehierarchy)andHOW
(goingdown). Theinterfacefor thedecisionaidingsystemdoesnotdirectlysupportthese
questionsor this structure.
Therefore,from thisdiscussionwecanseethatthefollowing possibleerrormodesmaybe
introducedinto asystemby theintroductionof enhancedisplays:
• skill reductionin theoperator,
• failureof theoperatorto attendto importantsituationalcues;
• inability of theoperatorto identifyproblemresolutions;
• worsenedsystemperformancedueto theaidcreatingmoreconfusionandbeinga
hindrance.
Now thatwehaveexaminedtheissuescharacteristicof eachtypeof decision-aiding
technology,it is importantto investigatethedifferencesin decision-makingprocessesfoundin
varyinglevelsof expertisein operators.Thesedifferencesmayhelpto identify whatis neededof a
decisionaid intendedto helpaparticulartypeof operator.Theymayalsolendadvicewhen
determininghow to bestaidthetrainingof operators.
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Differences in Expert and Novice Decision-Making
Psychologists have been interested in studying the distinctions between expert and novice
behavior in many different task domains. For example, Chi, et. al. [1981] have studied the
differences in solving physics problems, Staszewski [1988] has looked at expertise in mental
calculation (specifically, "lightning mental calculators"), and Soloway, et. al. [1988] have
examined how expert and novices write (and read) computer programs. Tasks like these are
concerned exclusively with the acquisition of cognitive skills. This work contrasts with that which
focuses on skill acquisition of perceptual skills. It is the latter which will be examined in this
section because the the research proposed here will involve human-environment interaction.
Investigating how people interact with their environment, Dreyfus, Dreyfus, and
Athanasiou [ 1986] have witnessed five common stages of skill acquisition in the progression from
novice to expert. Their research has dealt with such areas as piloting airplanes, playing chess,
driving automobiles, and learning a second language. The five stages they found are novice,
advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert.
The authors theorize that this progression from novice to expert is characterized by the
following behavior. During the novice stage context-free elements and rules are learned. These
elements and rules are considered context-free because they are clearly defined and easily
recognized independent of the specific situation in which they occur of apply. Eventually, with
practice and increased experience, novices learn to recognize "situational" elements which are
context-sensitive and not objectively definable. At this point they become advanced beginners.
More experience leads to the ability to adopt a plan to organize a specific situation. In this way
competent behavior allows someone to improve his performance and make decisions in a
hierarchical manner. Proficient behavior is characterized by the ability to "intuitively" make
decisions be relating present situations to previously experienced situations. In this way the person
can use expectations and previously used plans to solve new problems. Finally, an expert makes
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decisionsandsolvesproblemseasilyandwithouteffort. Heperformsnaturallyanddoes"what
normallyworks."
Thismodelhasnotyetbeenformalized(computationally)andhasnotyetbeenrigorously
evaluated.However,it doesprovideawayof lookingat theprogressionfrom noviceto expert
whichconsiderstheenvironmentalfactorsandwhichappearsto occuracrossawide varietyof
domains.
Focusingon thefinal stageof acquisition,Klein [1989]hasproposedamodelto explain
expertdecision-makingwhichconsistsof four mainsteps: 1.recognizingcasesastypical; 2.
understandingthesituation;3.evaluatingalternatives;and4. progressivedeepening.Decision
makersrely on theirpreviousexperienceto recognizeandclassifysituationsastypical.
Understandinga situationalis comprisedof recognizingfour typesof information--plausible
goals,critical cuesandcausalfactors,expectancies,andtypicalactions.Onceclassified,the
decisionmakercanrecallthetypicalwayof handlingthattypeof situation.Hewoulduseavailable
timeto evaluatewhetheror notanoptionwouldbeappropriate.Thismightbedoneusing
imagery,wherethedecisionmakerswould imagineimplementingtheoption,in orderto determine
if anythingmightgowrong. If problemsdoarisein this imaging,theplancouldbemodifiedor
evenrejected.If a satisfactoryplanif found,it is implemented.If aplan isrejected,a newoneis
selectedandevaluated.
While thecognitivemodelhereconsistsof familiarsituations,typicalactions,goals,
expectancies,progressivedeepening(imagininghow anoptionwill becarriedoutwithin a specific
situationalcontext),evaluation,andselection,theenvironmentalmodelconsistsof situationalcues,
actions,decisionpoints,andoutcomes.Therefore,themodelis sensitiveto thecritical cueswhich
thedecision-makerhaslearnedto recognize.Theexpertdecisionmakeris theonewhohaslearned
to distinguishwhichof theavailablecuesarethecriticalones.Althoughthiswork is supportedby
studiesKlein has done in perceptually rich domains involving fireground commanders, tank
platoon leaders, and design engineers, it has not been rigorously tested or completely formalized
either.
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Lesgold,et. al. [1988]havestudiedvaryinglevelsof performancein anotherperceptually
richdomain,thatof X-ray diagnosis. They have found that experts first seem to develop mental
representations which in turn direct perception. Experts also appear to evoke an appropriate
behavioral schema rather quickly. They know where to look and what cues to look for. In other
words, they "have the ability to discriminate between relevant information and 'noise' in a given
domain of action, by invoking both precepts and practice ... [Suchman 1987]." In contrast to
novices, they were able to distinguish subtle differences and were more flexible in considering
other possibilities based on feature detection. Lesgold, et. al. also found that performance was a
nonmonotonic function of experience (similar to results found in language learning [Hetherington
and Parke 1986]), that is, performance does not increasingly improve as peopIe gain more
experience. In between the stages of novice and expert, people reach a stage where their
performance degrades slightly. Lesgold, et. al. studied aspects of both cognitive and perceptual
learning. They proposed that the development of expertise first comes through a "perceptual
tuning" in which the stimulus pattern was classified with the diagnostic decision which had the
highest probability of occurring. The result of this perceptual processing would then be used for
cognitive processing to resolve ambiguity. This cognitive processing can not evolve until
perceptual processing has been tuned and, therefore, they propose that the development of
expertise is a shift from purely perceptual decision-making to progressively deeper cognitive
decision-making.
Using a different approach, DeGroot [1965] was interested in discovering the differences
between players of varying degrees of expertise in the domain of chess. Specifically, DeGroot
looked at chess players at the expert and Grand Master levels. Each subject was given the identical
chess position and then verbal protocols were taken as he decided what move to make. Results
showed that there was essentially no difference in the thought processes between the two groups--
search patterns, number of moves considered, etc. The only real difference between the levels was
in the quality of the move finally chosen.
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Similarly,ChaseandSimon[1973]conductedastudyin whichtheyreplicatedsomeof
DeGroot's results and tried to isolate and define the structures (i.e., chunks) into which the
information perceived by chess players is organized and stored in memory. They used three levels
of players--novice, intermediate, and master. Two tasks were used in this experiment--the
perception task and the memory task. The perception task required chess players to reconstruct a
chess position while the original remained in view. The memory task required players to
reconstruct a position from memory after being exposed to the target board for a short time (5-10
seconds). In the perception task, evidence was found indicating more rapid encoding of
information for the more experienced players. In the memory task Chase and Simon found the
number of pieces per chunk varied among the skill levels and that the pieces within a chunk seemed
to have relationships of defence or attack, to be close together, and to be of the same color and
type. Finally, an interesting result found was that when both groups of players (experts and
novices) were confronted by random positions (not found in actual games), they both did equally
poorly.
In contrast to most of the research described here, very little work has been done in
domains involving human-environment interaction which are non-adversarial and deal mostly with
skill (as opposed to cognitive processes). An example of this type of research is that done by
Deakin and Allard [1991] which investigates the ability of expert and novice figure skaters in
recalling elements of a figure skating routine. One important finding was evidence that figure
skaters do not simply memorize the sequence of eIements for a routine in the same manner that they
would memorize a verbal list. Also, "expert skaters seem to have faster access to semantic
memory for skating elements than do novices."
Allard has also looked at expertise in sports requiring more open skills (occurring in a
moving and changing environment such as volleyball [Allard and Starkes 1980] and basketball
[Allard, Graham and Paarsalu 1980]). She has found that there are many similarities in chunking
and categorizing performance (thought to show the expert's ability to classify elements according
to the significance to the situation) between experts in these types of sport domains and those in
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morecognitivedomainssuchaschess[Allard andBurnett1985].Evidencewasalsofoundthat
expertisein this typeof domaincanbesplitinto twocomponents---declarativeknowledge(for
cognitivetasks)andproceduralknowledge(for playingthegame).
Baseduponmuchof thisresearch(especiallythatdonebyDreyfus,et.al. [1986],Klein
[1989], and Lesgold, et. al. [1988]) it appears as if novices, who work more with context-free
elements and rules and are not as able to identify subtle differences, are working more on a level
which can be best described using rules. If this is the case, an intelligent decision aid may make
more sense to them because it appears to be making decisions in a way more similar to the
processes that the novices themselves use. In contrast, experts behave more intuitively and are
very context dependent. Therefore, enhanced displays seem to operate in a way more consistent
with how they view the domain. It will be interesting to determine through the experiment
proposed in the next section whether this is indeed the case. Also, it will be interesting to see if the
different types of aiding have different effects evident in training novices to become experts.
Proposed Research
The research proposed in this section will compare the two decision-aiding techniques of
display enhancement and intelligent decision-aiding in the complex, dynamic domain, Star Cruiser
(see Kirlik [1990] for a complete description of this task). In particular, we will study the effects
that these two aiding systems have in creating possible errors modes, or performance problems, as
well as any differences in performance associated with different skill levels of operators.
Decision Aid Descriptions
Although the actual modified versions of the Star Cruiser task have not yet been created,
this section is intended to provide the reader with an idea of what the actual changes may involve.
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Two modifiedversionsareneeded.-anintelligentdecision-aidingsystem(DA) andadisplay
enhancedsystem(DE).
TheDA versionwill provideatraditionalsententialtypeof advicewindowwhichwill
displayto theuserarankedlist of recommendedactions.Therecommendationscouldberanked,
accordingto how manypointscouldbescoredif therecommendationis followed(withmore
pointsbeingbetter). Also, if theoperatortriesto executeanactionwhich is undesirable(i.e.,
deployamannedshipto aplanetwhichdoesnotsupportlife, deploya shipto aplanetwithoutthe
appropriatedataorresources,loadtoomanydataorresourcesontothestarcruiser,etc.)the
systemwill respondwith adialogueboxpointingout theerror totheoperator.In contrast,the
typeof enhancementshatmightbeincludedin theDEversionincludedisplayinganellipsearound
thestarcruiserdesignatingtheregionsit cantravelto andmakeif backto its starbaseto refuel,
displayingto theoperatoronly thosetypesof shipsthatcanbedeployedin thesolarsystemin
whichthestarcruiseris orbiting,highlightingonly thosecraft containingdataorresourcesthatcan
fit ontothestarcruisercraft, and highlighting only those planets within orbit that a chosen craft can
be deployed to.
Basis for Comparisons
Performance on the two systems can be compared by examining the points scored, the
number of sessions which terminated early (due to running out of fuel, trying to load too many
data or resources onto the star cruiser, or crashing into suns), the number of times craft were
deployed to planets without resources or data, and the number of times manned craft were
deployed to planets without life support (and unmanned craft deployed to life-sustaining planets).
Experimental Design
For the main experiment, that of comparing version DA with version DE, nine main subject groups
will be required [see Figure 1]. Additionally, different levels of expertise (novice and expert) will
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alsobeexaminedin regardto theseninemainsubjectgroups.AppendixA containsthehypotheses
thatmaybetestedin regardsto theperformanceof theninesubjectgroups.
Anticipated Problem Areas
Extra care will need to be taken to try to ensure that neither of the two systems (DA or DE)
introduces more information than the other. Also, in order to extract more general conclusions
from the results found in this experiment, the Star Cruiser interface will need to be tested to
determine how sensitive it is to different implementations.
O
r.o
r/]
system trained on
unaided DE DA
A D G
B E H
C F I
Figure 1" Subject groups for the main experiment
Preliminary Analyses
Before the modified versions of the Star Cruiser task described in the previous section can
be created, a model of the Star Cruiser environment needs to be developed, which is independent
of the actual information contained in the implementations of the interface. An abstraction
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hierarchyis ameansof doingthis,withoutspecifyingstrategiesthatshouldbeusedby the
operator.A preliminaryhierarchyis shownin Figure2 (Note: thesecondlevel is still in
development).Figure 3 showsthefurtherdecompositionof thecollection function.
Alsonecessarybeforedevelopingthedecision-aidingversionsof StarCruiser,is the
identificationof thedifferenttypesof actionsavailablewithin theStarCruisertaskwith whichthe
usermayneedhelpin decidingwhatto do. A preliminarylistingof theseactionsis foundin
AppendixB. After theseactionshavebeenidentified,thoseactionswhichcanbeaidedboth
perceptually(throughenhancedisplays)andcognitively(throughsententialadvice)needto be
discovered,aswell asthemeansfor implementingtheaidingdevicesfor theseactions.
Finally, thechosenimplementationsfor thedecision-aidingtechniqueswill becodedin
orderto createthetwo modifiedStarCruiserversionsto beusedin thecomparisonstudydescribed
previously.
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StarCruiserGoal:
To collectasmuchdataandresourcesaspossible
from planetsanddeliverthemto theStarBase,within
atenminutesession.
Map of Affordances
This map shows such things as:
*homing affordances (refueling/unloading)
*locomotion affordances
*collision affordances
*cargo affordances
*deployment affordances (for probes, satellites,
science ships, robot miners, miner ships)
*recall affordances (for probes, satellites, science
ships, robot miners, miner ships)
Movement Collection Object I HeadingDetection I_x_alization Detection
I
] Thnlst [ [Gravity I [S_psCe ][Satellites ] vieL°Cwals [ GvIi°b¢2
Figure 2 Preliminary Abstraction Hierarchy for Star Cruiser
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Collectionof Collectionof data
datafrom from
life-supporting non-life-supporting
planets planets
[ S_epCe ] [Satellites !
Collectionof Collectionof
resourcesfrom resourcesfrom
life-supporting non-life-supporting
planets planets
 °erI I RobotShips Miners
Figure 3 Decomposition of the Collection Function
Expected Contributions
The research proposed here hopes to integrate the independent research done on each of the
two main decision-aiding technologies--intelligent decision-aiding and enhanced displays. It also
hopes to determine which types of systems are better aided by which type of aid by carefully
studying how domain characteristics interact with the characteristics and possible error modes
associated with each of the two technologies. Accomplishing this task would greatly contribute to
the areas of interface design and human-computer interaction, by providing guidelines for system
design.
Additionally, by studying the interaction effects between operator skill level and type of
decision aid, we hope to better understand the differences between expert and novice decision-
making by discovering how each is better aided and under which conditions each is better aided.
Finally, by studying the interaction effects between type of system trained on and type of decision
aid, we hope to discover important guidelines and issues involved in the training of operators.
2O
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Appendix A
Hypotheses for the Star Cruiser Experiments
(Each letter here represents the performance of the corresponding subject group found in Figure 1.
DE -- display enhanced version. DA = intelligent decision-aiding version)
A<B:
A<C:
A<D:
A<E:
A<F:
A<G:
A<H:
A<I:
B>C:
B>D:
B<E:
BF
B>G:
B<H:
B>I:
C<D:
C>E:
C<F:
C>G:
CH
C<I:
equal training (unaided), DE leads to better performance than original unaided
equal training (unaided), DA leads to better performance than original unaided
something learned during training (on DE) is good and transferred (both tested on unaided)
something about DE is better than unaided
either something about training w/DE or testing on DA leads to better performance than
unaided
something learned during training (on DA) is good and transferred (both tested on unaided)
either something about training w/DA or testing on DE leads to better performance than
unaided
something about DA is better than unaided
same training (unaided), DE leads to better performance than DA
DE leads to better performance (nothing learned or not enough to offset during training)
B<D: more transferred during training w/DE
(want a little bit) but close to equal performance, diff. comes from training (equal testing--
DE)
DA leads to better performance (not enough transferred during training to offset)
B<G: more transferred during training w/DA
something from DA transferred during training to improve performance on DE (better than
unaided)
DE leads to better performance than DA w/o training on it
something during training w/DE transferred and led to better performance
DA leads to better performance than DE even w/o training
something during training w/DE leads to better performance on DA than training unaided
DA leads to better performance (not enough transferred during training)
C<G" more transferred during training w/DA
want a litre better--shows better performance due to training w/DA (equal testing--DA)
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D<E:
D<F:
D>G:
DH
D<I:
E>F:
E>G:
E>H:
E>I:
FG
FH
F<I:
G<H:
G<I:
H<I:
otherwise DE during training transferred and accommodated (equal training--DE)
DA leads to better performance than unaided w/equal training on DE
something during training w/DE transferred and improved performance on unaided more
than training w/DA
otherwise more transferred during training w/DE
otherwise equal training (on DE) but DA improves performance
otherwise more transferred during training w/DA than training and testing on DE
otherwise something during training w/DA transferred and led to improved performance on
DE
something about DE better than DA
otherwise something about DE during training transferred and led to improved performance
over DA
equal training (DA), DE better performance
equal training (DA), DA better performance than unaided
otherwise equal training (DA), DE better performance than DA
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Appendix B
Listing of Star Cruiser Actions
The following is a listing of possible actions available on the Star Cruiser application. A
total of five factors are discussed for each. The first paragraph under each action heading explains
when the action can and cannot be performed or, in other words, when the program will allow
the user to perform the action and when the user will not be allowed to do so. The second
paragraph explains when the user should and should not perform the actions. This section is
based on my own experience with the application and it details those times performing an action
can be beneficial or when it can be detrimental to the user's performance. The third paragraph
under each heading details what perceptual support exists for that action. It explains what
support currently exists, whether it is satisfactory or not, and possible improvements. Once again,
this is based on my experience with Star Cruiser and thus may differ from someone else's opinion.
There are several characteristics about Star Cruiser that one should keep in mind as s/he
read through this listing. The first is that whenever one of Star Cruiser's tools needs to be
deployed or recalled, the user must be viewing the map corresponding to Star Cruiser's location
(i.e., in galaxy - global map; in solar system - local map). In addition, "movement" of Star Cruiser
can only occur if it is not docked at Star Base or in an orbit. If it is, then Star Cruiser must first be
taken out of orbit or pulled away from Star Base before it can travel freely.
Finally, it should be realized that many of Star Cruiser's movements are in preparation for
the user to perform some other action. Most movements are the result of the user wanting either to
deploy or recall one of Star Cruiser's tools or have Star Cruiser return to Star Base in order to
refuel/unload cargo. Also, the choice (direction, speed) of movements may also depend on what
information is obtained through viewing the global or local maps. It becomes apparent that, due to
these factors, Star Cruiser's movement through the galaxy and solar systems is usually quite
dependent on other actions that the user has just performed or wishes to do in the near future.
Deploy Probe
A user may deploy a probe anytime except when docked at the Star Base. In other words, the only
time a probe can not be deployed is when the Star Cruiser is docked at the Star Base.
Deploying probes has no effect on points or fuel consumption and therefore can be done almost
anytime the user wants to. It is advisable to deploy probes when the user has difficulty locating the
9th orbital in order for the Star Cruiser to orbit a sun. Deploying a probe is also useful when the
user wishes to know the amount of data/resources in a particular solar system before visiting it. If
the user has little difficulty in obtaining orbit with the Star Cruiser and/or doesn't need to know the
amount of data/resources before visiting a particular solar system, then probe deployment has little
value.
There is currently no perceptual support that informs the user when it is possible or best to deploy
a probe. Since the deployment of a probe has no effect on fuel consumption or the user's score,
there is no real need to inform the user when a probe should be or shouldn't be deployed.
Blacking out the probes from the selection bar at the top of the screen can be of useful in
preventing the user from trying to deploy a probe while docked at the Star Base.
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Recall Probe
A probe in orbit around a sun may only be recalled by the user if the Star Cruiser is in orbit around
that same sun and the user is viewing the system in local mode. If the user is viewing the galaxy,
if the Star Cruiser is not in orbit in the same solar system as the probe, or if there are no probes in
the solar system currently being visited by the Star Cruiser, then no probes can be recalled.
Probes only need to be recalled if they are to be used somewhere else in the galaxy. If that is the
case, then it is suggested that the user recall a probe when all data/resources have been collected
from the particular solar system and/or the user no longer needs assistance in identifying the 9th
orbital. If the user still has trouble getting the Star Cruiser in orbit, then it is recommended that the
user do not recall the probe.
If the program determines that the user would like to deploy another probe, but none are available,
then it can highlight a probe that has already been deployed and is present in a system that contains
no more data/resources. This would let the user know immediately the most ideal probes to recall.
This, though, would be rather redundant in that the user can simply view the pie-chart present on
the suns in global mode to determine which solar systems no longer contain any data/resources.
Therefore, a significant amount of perceptual support already exists in helping the user to identify
the probes which can or need to be recalled.
Deploy Satellite/Robot Miner
A Satellite/Robot Miner can be deployed only when the Star Cruiser is in orbit around a sun which
contains planets and the user is currently viewing that particular solar system's local map. If the
Star Cruiser is not in orbit or in a solar system or if that solar system doesn't contain any planets or
if the user is not viewing the local map of the solar system containing the Star Cruiser, then
deployment of a Satellite/Robot Miner is not possible.
A Satellite/Robot Miner should be deployed to any blue planets containing data/resources that need
to be collected. They should also be deployed to any green planets that contain data/resources in
order to prevent any Science Ships/Minerships from automatically collecting to much
data/resources and thus preventing themselves from being recalled for fear of overloading the Star
Cruiser with too much data/resources. The only time it isn't beneficial to deploy Satellites/Robot
Miners is when there are no planets in the solar system which contain any data/resources.
No extensive perceptual support exists that helps the user decide whether or not to deploy a
Satellite/Robot Miner and if so, which planet to deploy it to. The only clues that are present to the
user are the Star Cruiser's gauges that relate, qualitatively, how much data/resources is currently
on board the Star Cruiser. Because this action is one of the more important ones performed by the
user, better support should be present. One possibility is to automatically highlight a
Satellite/Robot Monitor (accompanied with a auditory signal) to signal to the user that one can be
deployed. In addition, by highlighting a particular planet, the user would also know where best to
deploy the Satellite/Robot Miner. It is questionable whether or not planets that contain too much
data/resources for Star Cruiser to handle should be highlighted. The absence of any highlighted
Satellites/Robot Miners would indicate that the user should not deploy any.
Recall Satellite/Robot Miner
When Star Cruiser is in orbit in a solar system where Satellites/Robot Miners are deployed to
planets and the user is viewing the solar system in local mode, then those deployed Satellites/Robot
Miners may be recalled. If the Star Cruiser is not in orbit in a solar system where Satellites/Robot
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Minershavebeendeployedor if it is the galaxy or if the user is viewing the galaxy, then
Satellites/Robot Miners may not be recalled.
Satellites/Robot Miners should be recalled when they are finished collecting the data/resources
from their particular planets. Care must be taken not to recall them if they have collected so much
data/resources that it would overload the Star Cruiser. Therefore, the user should recall the
Satellites/Robot Miners before they complete their missions if, in not doing so, they run this risk.
As with deployment, the only support present to the user in making the decision when to recall a
Satellite/Robot Miner are the Star Cruiser's gauges. Once again, the need is present for better
perceptual support. Deployed Satellites/Robot Miners can be highlighted when the program feels it
is best to recall them. This, of course, will depend on the amount of data/resources currently
present aboard Star Cruiser and how much the Satellites/Robot Miners have and/or can collect at
their planets. If they can collect all of the data/resources without resulting in an overload when
recalled, then the program can highlight the Satellites/Robot Miners when they have completed
their missions. If the planets contain too much dat,_resources, then the program can highlight them
before they finish, thus informing the user that they need to be recalled as soon as possible. If the
Satellites/Robot Miners have already collected too much for one reason or another, then the
program will not highlight them until the Star Cruiser has unloaded it's current haul at Star Base
and returned to the current solar system.
Deploy Science Ship/Minership
Science Ships/Minerships can be deployed under the same circumstances as Satellites/Robot
Miners with the one exception that green planets must be present in the solar system since they may
only be deployed to a planet which "supports life." If no green planets are present in the solar
system, or if any of the other conditions similar to Satellites/Robot Miners are not met, then
Science Ships/Minerships cannot be deployed.
Science Ships/Minerships should be deployed whenever green planets are present in the solar
system and contain data/resources. They should, however, not be deployed if the total
data/resources that will be collected by any one Science Ship/Minership will overload the Star
Cruiser. Therefore, if this risk exists, then Science Ships/Minerships should not be deployed.
*** Refer to the discussion of perceptual support for Satellites/Robot Miners. The issues
discussed there may also be applied to the Science Ships/Minerships. ***
Recall Science Ship/Minership
*** All issues discussed under Recall Satellite/Robot Miner may also be applied here. The one
exception is in regard to highlighting the Science Ships/Minerships. Since these ships will move
from green planet to green planet, collecting all available data/resources and because the possibility
exists that these ships may collect so much data/resources that they would even overload an empty
Star Cruiser, the program should inform the user when to deploy multiple Science Ships/
Minerships (by highlighting them) in order to prevent this. This prevention is accomplished by
dividing the available amount of data/resources amongst various ships so that the smaller portions
may still be loaded onto Star Cruiser. ***
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Move Star Cruiser Into Orbit
Star Cruiser can be placed in orbit whenever it is present in a soar system. If it is moving about the
galaxy, then Star Cruiser cannot be placed into orbit around any of the suns.
The user should place Star Cruiser into orbit around a sun whenever satellites, robot miners,
science ships, and/or minerships are to be deployed in that particular soar system. Also, if any of
them, along with probes, are to be recalled from that same system, then Star Cruiser must also be
in orbit. It becomes unnecessary to place the Star Cruiser in orbit in a solar system if there are no
planets present or if the need/desire to deploy or recall any ships or probes does not exist in that
system.
The program already gives some hints to the user as to when it is necessary to obtain orbit with the
Star Cruiser. The pie-charts (in local mode) representing the amount of data/resources available on
a planet are an indication as to when ships should be deployed or recalled. These hints, however,
do provide a direct mapping between the desired situation (deploy/recall ship) and the means with
which to obtain the situation (put Star Cruiser in orbit). Therefore, more support is needed. One
possibility is to highlight both Star Cruiser and where it should be (9th orbital). This, though,
would have the drawback of showing the user exactly where the orbital is located thus making the
action almost too simple to perform and also removing one of the probe's functions (identify 9th
orbital). Displaying a message such as "Achieve Orbit" on the screen, which should be just as
informative, would be a better option in that it would not simplify the task or remove any functions
from the Star Cruiser's tools.
Move Star Cruiser Out Of Orbit
This action can only be performed if the Star Cruiser is already in orbit in some solar system and
the user is currently viewing that same system.
The Star Cruiser should be moved out of orbit if the user has completed the task of either recalling
as many deployments as desired or if the user wishes to exit the solar system for some reason such
as moving to a new solar system or going to the Star Base. It is advisable, however, that Star
Cruiser remain in orbit in order to recall as many deployments as possible as long as the risk of
overloading on data/resources does not exist or there is no threat of running out of fuel.
No perceptual support exists that aids the user in determining when is the most opportune time to
move out of orbit. None is really needed either. If enough support exists which informs the user
of other actions to perform with Star Cruiser (i.e., dock at Star Base, recall satellite, etc.), then the
user should know that in order to perform those tasks, Star Cruiser must or must not be in orbit.
If the user does not know this though, a simple message can be used to provide instruction.
Move Star Cruiser Into Solar System
If Star Cruiser is moving about the galaxy, the user then has the option of moving it into a solar
system. Star Cruiser cannot move directly from one solar system to another without first entering
the galaxy. Nor can Star Cruiser enter a solar system if it is docked at Star Base. It must first pull
away from Star Base, then it may enter a solar system.
It is beneficial to have Star Cruiser enter a solar system if that system contains any data/resources
that the user wishes to collect. Thus, if the user wants to deploy any ships, then Star Cruiser must
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first enterthesolarsystembeforeanythingelsecanbedone. This alsoholdstrue if theuserwants
to recallanyships.Theusershouldtry to preventStarCruiserfrom enteringanysolarsystemsif
thecurrenttaskis to getStarCruiser to Star Base so it can dock. This is critical if Star Cruiser is
low on fuel since it may not be able to reach Star Base if it keeps entering and exiting solar
systems.
The only support in determining when to enter a solar system that the program provides the user
with are the pie-charts that may be located on the suns in the global mode. Noticing whether or not
a particular solar system contains any data/resources can help the user decide if it is worth entering.
There may be many solar systems, however, that contain data/resources. Therefore, the program
should also suggest to the user which particular solar system Star Cruiser should enter. This can
be done by printing the message "Enter Highlighted Solar System" along with highlighting a
particular sun.
Move Star Cruiser Into Galaxy
If Star Cruiser is in some solar system, but is not in orbit, then the user may move Star Cruiser
directly into the galaxy without having to perform any other intermediate tasks such as moving Star
Cruiser out of orbit first.
When the user has completely loaded up Star Cruiser with data/resources and has already taken it
out of orbit, then Star Cruiser should be moved into the galaxy so that it can make its way to Star
Base. In addition, whenever Star Cruiser no longer needs to remain in a solar system, it should be
moved into the galaxy so that it may travel to another system or to Star Base. Star Cruiser should
more than likely not move into the galaxy if there still remains more data/resources that can be
collected without causing an overload of Star Cruiser and if Star Cruiser is not at risk of running
out of fuel.
There is no direct assistance provided to the user that says when Star Cruiser should exit the solar
system and enter the galaxy. However, the pie-charts depicting the available data/resources shown
on the planets, or their absence, should help the user determine whether or not it is worth staying
in the solar system. In addition, the fuel gauge and Star Cruiser's gauges showing its remaining
capacity for data/resources also help the user decide if Star Cruiser need to move into the galaxy so
it can go and dock at Star Base. This, though, is generally enough support. Other assistance such
as informing the user to dock at Star Base should provide further help in determining when to enter
the galaxy.
Dock Star Cruiser At Star Base
The user may only dock Star Cruiser at Star Base if Star Cruiser is present in the galaxy and the
user is viewing the global map. If Star Cruiser is in any solar system, then it cannot dock at Star
Base.
Star Cruiser should dock at Star Base whenever it cannot carry any more data/resources or
whenever it is about to run out of fuel. If Star Base is nearby, though, and Star Cruiser still can
carry more data/resources without becoming overloaded and still has plenty of fuel, it is sometimes
good strategy to dock at Star Base to unload the cargo and refuel. This proves beneficial when it
comes time to have Star Cruiser journey to those solar systems which are far from Star Base. Star
Cruiser should not be forced to dock at Star Base if it is not necessary if the base is far away.
Since these missions have a time limit, actions of this nature will only waste that time.
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ThefuelgaugeandStarCruiser'sdata/resource gauges help the user determine when it is
necessary to have Star Cruiser dock at Star Base. This should generally be enough support.
During high workload situations, however, the user may forget to check these gauges. Therefore,
as a safety precaution, it is probably wise to display some message informing the user that Star
Cruiser better dock at Star Base. This would appear only under "must"-situations. The user
should be allowed to determine whether or not Star Cruiser should dock without the use of any
other additional information besides the gauges.
Have Star Cruiser Leave Star Base
The user can have Star Cruiser leave Star Base right after it has docked there.
Star Cruiser should be made to leave Star Base right after docking since no other actions can be
performed until it has done so. The only time it would not be necessary to leave Star Base is when
all data/resources have been collected, thus ending the scenario.
No perceptual support informing the user to pull Star Cruiser away from Star Base is needed. The
fact that nothing else can be accomplished until Star Cruiser's departure provides enough of a
forcing function to remind the user to do so.
View Galaxy (Star Cruiser In Solar System)
The galaxy may only be viewed if Star Cruiser is in orbit in some solar system. The only other
time that the global map is viewed is when Star Cruiser is traveling through the galaxy itself.
This action's purpose is merely to gather information about various states of the system. Such
items that may be checked by the user include the collection status of the total amount of
data/resources in a different solar system; the distance from the current solar system to Star Base;
or the proximity/location of other solar systems to the current system. This action is useless if the
user does not desire any such information.
Because this action merely provides information to the user (it does not alter the system states in
anyway), no perceptual support is required. If the user desires some piece of information that can
only be gathered through viewing the global map, then the user will select that option. If it cannot
be selected, then the user will realize that Star Cruiser is not in orbit and that it may be simpler to
just move Star Cruiser into the galaxy. Since there is no way of determining which information the
user would like to have access to, it is difficult to have the program support the decision to view
the global map.
View Solar System (Star Cruiser In Galaxy)
If a probe has been deployed to a particular solar system or if Star Cruiser has previously visited it,
then that system may be viewed while Star Cruiser is traveling around the galaxy. The only other
method for viewing a solar system is to have Star Cruiser enter the system.
This action merely provides information to the user. Such information may include the number of
planets in a particular solar system or the collection status of deployments in that system. If no
information is desired about a particular system, then the user need not perform this task.
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No perceptualsupportfor thisactionisneeded.Sincenochangesarebeingmadeto thesystem
statesandit isdifficult to knowexactlywhentheuserdesiresinformation,let alonewhatkind, it
wouldbealmostpointlessto try to provideanysupportfor decidingwhento performthisaction.
